
The Worser Economy

One year a testing prompt directed my ninth-graders to compose a letter for sending their 
personal concerns to the President of the United States.  As I sat down to evaluate responses later 
in the day, I came across a draft where one young writer had been plainly overwhelmed by the 
task of not only putting together the spelling, but the acceptable level of reverence required for 
communicating with a person of such an unmistakable eminence.

“Dear Sir Mister,” had been written and then firmly crossed out.  
“Mr. Your Hiness,” had been blotted out as well.
“Your Excelentness,” hadn’t fared any better, nor was there any hope for “My Honerble 

Sir.”  Taking note of the toil evident to this student’s efforts, and curious to see the salutation 
which she had ultimately selected – I looked to her final composition. 

And smiled to see her solution. 
“To Who it Concerns,” her letter now opened pragmatically.
When in doubt?  
Forget the fawning; get right to the heart of the matter.  
Focused, the young writer had then delivered the body of her message employing the 

same no-nonsense tone:  “I am writing to tell you,” she had stated directly, presuming the 
President’s attention, “that your going to have to do something.  Maybe you don’t know it, 
maybe you been too busy, but the economy is getting worser and worser.”

Oh, she had a point.  
Especially for the already struggling culturally-different, lowest-income and politically-

insignificant?
Oh, my yes, it certainly was.
You had to wonder, however, in years overflowing with the never-ending drama behind a 

deregulated, money-spewing accountability; in times when much needed funds evidently existed 
but, in the name of a competitive liability were now thrown at schools in ways that served not to 
educate, but to invasively disrupt, confuse and ultimately separate – well, you had to wonder 
who it was, exactly, that the worser and worser economics of public school budgets?

 Did concern.


